FLYERS PREPARE FOR MID-WEST AIR MEET
Pilots Brush Up Hangar And Flying For Contest

The KENON COLLEGIAN club has been working frantically preparing for its annual third meet, according to the members. The meet will be held in April, and the exact date is to be announced soon.

CATALOG OUT
The KENON COLLEGIAN is now available at its col-
lege bookstore for the coming season. 75c is the price.

FRATERNITY MEN
IMPROVE RANKING IN SCHOLARSHIP
Maintain High
Fraternity Marks

Maintain the superior scholarship standing they have held for eight successive years, fraternit-
ties in the United States in this dec-
ade. KENON College fraternities, which, by their consistent record, have been
outstanding for the past seven years, is an assertion this week's edition of the Inter-fraternal Record, the official registration book of the fraternity, states.

This year the first four fraternities on the list in the '38-'39 academic year, and this year it is

Betas Sing
To Victory
Down Path

Sigma Pi: Give
Second Place

Last Tuesday night the second annual Sigma Pi versus Dayton College sing down path
ing underway. The three Sigma Pi members and their band members were introduced by the newly organized Dayton College band. The Sigma Pi members
ceded by the band and launched into their first number, "I'm Just a Fool." Their band
fell into step with the rhythm and members of the band and audience tap-
ing and dancing with them. They then

TRAFFIC PARALYZED

Traffic was paralyzed temporarily on the

MacGowan, Palmer, Coffin Act As Judges. Addresses Under Direction Of Dr. Black.
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Try-me-out for the student committee addresses were held in the Union on Monday. Several of the students who had been planning to participate in the speeches were delayed in their tentative form before the meeting last week.

The committee, which is composed of Shaffer, Hawke, and Olin, met in the Union on Monday to discuss the speeches and the students who will participate.

The committee decided that there shall be three speeches given at the meet, one by each of the three students.
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LORDS LOSE TO CAPITAL

Kenyon Nine Drops First
Full Game Of Season 5 - 3
Garners More Hits

Out-fielding but not out-plugging.
Capital University, the Kenyon
baseball squad dropped their first
game today by a score of 5-3, tying
five, tying and leading the Capital
baseball diamond in Columbus.
The Purple garners seven hits to
Capital's four, and list them throughout
the game, but too many errors on field and a couple
contacts to the housing of the Purple.

Lowe entered in to assure
Capital's four and list them throughout
the game, but too many errors on field and a couple
contacts to the housing of the Purple.
Kenyon traditional marines
were brought through the
first two innings.

POLO CLUB PLANS WEEK END FROLIC

The Polo Club are planning
to serve an all and highly fash-
one course. A few points
be laid out near the race range
will serve to round them of the
story of similar occupations of
by earn past. The fun is scheduled
for the end of this week but the
exact date is withheld for obvious
reasons.

RAFTETMEN TROUNCE 1st OPPONENT

Denison Proves a Pushover
Kenyon Loses Only 1 Set

Finding little to test their met-
ical, the Kenyon team rolled
away with the first of their Out-
masking games on Saturday.

The regular game in the meet
be played and Denison could not
match the Kenyon speed and
issevered continually to formation
of the drags to be used in the
metrical meet. It is, therefore
unnecessary for them to be
the Tuskegee. The team was

RIDERS TO STAGE INTERNATIONAL MEET

Soon To Begin Troop Drills

International riding is to take place
the first week in May. Although each
division should be repres-
ent by four riders, circum-
cumstances require that this number
be reduced to three. Troop
division in the meet will be de-
vised according to the
performance of the drags to be
used in the Tuskegee meet.

KENYON BEATS CAPITOL

Kenyon's long torted tennis team
won their second match of the
current season when they
overpowered Capital, 7-0, on the
Benning field courts today.

In the first singles match of the
court, Kenyon's pilot, McNeil
was held to a point by his
counterpart. But in the second
singles match, Kenyon's Brownlee
was forced to an identical score
by his Capital number 2. Kenyon's
number 2, Williams, who
played a flawless game in the
twice played, was held to a point
by the pilot on the Capitol
team.

COACHES CORSAGING MEET

Large assortment available
See Richard G. Shepard Our Representative on the hill
Williams Flower Shop
Mt. Vernon Ohio

For Smoking Pleasure at its best...

Enjoy the abandonment of the
old-world taste andsmoke
a Camel cigarette for
yourself.

Let up—Light up a Camel—
the cigarette of Costlter
COTTOBACOS

And every Camel, in every pack, has the same chart for your taste. You can
always depend on Camel's consistent satisfaction for the pack of smoking pleasure.
A Garbled Story
Of Two Beta Pins

Mr. J. E. Walker, who had received South Leonard Hall by acquiring the office of secretary, has completed a number of miles on a 40-mile trip. He is not a great distance, 35 miles from his home in the University. The fall registration of those thirty seniors, members of Theta Chi fraternity, this pin formerly rested on the chesty, Teddy Bear. The Thirty of Denison is affiliated with Miss L., and thus directly with Teddy Bear. The absence of the pin hasn't made a noticeable difference to Teddy Bear. Dance weekend will perhaps be his chance to show off his new pin. He was able to ride the story of several miles trips and the pin of Mr. Walker, given to Theta Chi pin in question was completed by a Mr. Tanser. Mr. Tanser was connected with Kenyon's swimming team against and is alleged to have done quite well. Ever since this pin only made a trip, a matter of some miles for Teddy Bear, the pin will perhaps become a part of the story of his new pin.

QUICKSAND SLOWS
SEWAGE PROJECT

Mayor Parker Reveals
Projects Two Months
Behind Schedule

Quicklysand, bad weather, a shift in contact with the sewage disposal plant, and several items all have served to delay construction of Kenyon's $400,000 sewage disposal plant, about two months behind schedule.

Mayor Parker revealed to a Collegen reporter last Monday that the pipe lines are already laid but are to be moved to the company building the disposal plant, and because of the delay caused by the subletting the contract to another company, the building of the plant was delayed.

While digging up pipe lines several gas leaks were discovered. This necessitated a great deal of back digging with shovels instead of the mechanical digger.

Mayor Parker said that most of the boilers equipped with remote control would be connected to the system and the college lines would be laid by the Kenyon College men.

In one of the branch pipes which will control the entire sewage system, there were large gaps equipped with a bit pump in order to connect with the higher line. These pumps will be entirely automatic and will lift the sewage which is then directed to a covered sewage windmill.

The Imhoff disposal plant is laid out in a satisfactory manner, and the largest plant to be built in this country.

PHI KAP ELECTION

Last Monday, April 23, Phi Kappa Sigma without issuing ballots or casting votes elected a number of members to the chapter.

President, John A. Silver; Vice President, Russ McPherson; Secretary, Wally Ventola; Treasurer, Teddy Bear; and Al Porter as Vice President High Executive.

Kenyon Singers Close Season
Common's Concert Well Received by Large Audience

The Kenyon Singers concluded their 24-concert season with their usual home concert given in the lounge of the common's at 8:30 April 24. The concert under the direction of Mr. Weist and Rees was well attended and the program, as usual, was varied and pleasing.

High School Students
Carnival Night Show

Gymnasium high school pupils present a minstrel, "Land of Oz," Monday night in the high school auditorium before a large audience.

MUSIC COURSE SEEN AS POSSIBILITY

For quite some time Dr. Colle- gian has been working on a pilot course in music which is now available for Kenyon students. Classes have been held in the student body and from all accounts it is easy and rewarding.

The main reason to have this course available for Kenyon students is to give the students the benefit of the course and to allow them to take music as a course.

Everything for the Party

MIX
SPARKLING WATER
GINGERALE
WINE & CHAMPAGNE
DREWWYS BEER . ... . $2.00 CASE
PAKIS, Salz, Budweiser Case $3.00 Case

Myer's Supply

Dan Emmett Grill & Bar

Special — For the Dance

When you then try you'll know why Chesterfield men and women everywhere more smoking pleasure—why Chesterfield SATISFACTORY

Yes Sir, Chestefield Time is Pleasure Time everywhere

... as our band travels around the country I find that Chesterfield is the All-American Choice for more smoking pleasure!

It's a fact, millions from coast to coast are turning to Chesterfield for what they want in a cigarette. They find Chesterfield has a better taste and a more pleasing aroma. Chesterfielders show them what real richness means in a cigarette.

When you try the Real Richness of Chesterfield Cigarettes you'll know why Chesterfield men and women everywhere more smoking pleasure — why Chesterfield SATISFACTORY

Every day for beautiful, beautiful women

By the way, ladies, why don't you each bring a new, clean yardstick with you next time you visit your Salon? That way, your hairdresser can judge how much hair you have better without any guesswork.

A Delicious Four Course Dinner 65c

Why Send Your Laundry Home? We Offer Professional Laundry Service and

... 3 Day Service
... Call for It and Deliver It
... Lowest Prices

Phone 985
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Jitterbug Finals Saturday Night
Saturday Midnight Show
Sunday Mon. Tues.

"And Hurry Millionaire Playboy!... Whoa!"}

For Quality and Style

At a Modest Cost

Indianapolis, West Side, Phone

Lehner — Wilkinson — Tanner

Shuffleboard

Keyes Barber

Shop

Dow's-Kuhn Bldg.

Carmelcrips Shop

Next to the Vernon Theater

Shoe Repair

"The Hive"

For your sandwiches and fountain

Special Saturday

Buy two 10c bags Carmelcrips or buttered corn and get one 10c bag free.